
ECO
SOLAR INSECT TRAP

 BuzzZap ECO
Solar Insect Killer

Fully Automatic

No External Power Required

Captures and Kills positively phototropic flying enemy insects.

Works for 2 hours after sunset killing a 
majority of enemy insects.

Installed with positive results is almost all vegetables, fruits,
gardens, vineyards, tea estates, poultry farms etc.

100% Eco-friendly

No chemicals
No harmful Pesticides

Easy Installation
No maintenance

Solar powered
clean energy product

Excellent Returns
50% savings in man power
50% cost savings in the use

0% pesticides and insecticides

Effective upto 0.5 acres

Product Highlights



 BuzzZap ECO
Solar Insect Killer

BuzzZap Eco is a made in India Solar Insect Trap.

BuzzZap Eco is the only Solar Trap with a single controlling Microchip
operated system.

BuzzZap Eco is a fully automatic Solar Insect Trap.

BuzzZap Eco uses high quality batteries and all electric and electronic material.

BuzzZap Eco uses a special purpose PV controlling / charging system which
supports low light battery charging.

BuzzZap Eco is the only Solar Trap in the market with easy installation and
low maintenance.

BuzzZap Eco is the only solar light insect killer which is MADE IN INDIA. 

BuzzZap Eco is a special purpose lamp, attracts flying phototropic pests / insects and kills them.

BuzzZap Eco reduces the use of insecticides by killing the final pests / insects and controlling the spread.

With the regular ue of BuzzZap Eco, flying pests / insects can be controlled for a long duration of time.

BuzzZap Eco is effective on 1800 different insects.

BuzzZap Eco can be installed in all crops, vegetables, fruits, tea plantations, and coffee with assured results
in controlling enemy insects.
 
With a precise and auto working timings, BuzzZap Eco rarely kills friend insects keeping the nature intact.

With reduction in inected agricultural produce, BuzzZap Eco helps farmers with improved output.

Auto On / Off

Over charging protection

Low Battery Protection

Push the pipe in the ground, 1 ft below

Place the main box on the pipe

Adjust the Height

Push the start button and forget it

MULTIFUNCTION
SOFTWARE

EASY INSTALLATION

Product Features

Product Advantages


